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Material and Methods: A survey was conducted in all 14 
Dutch RT centers treating HNC to identify how a typical TP 
for oropharynx cancer was generated and judged in terms of 
PTV coverage, dosimetry requirements and OAR sparing. To 
this purpose, a CT-scan of an oropharynx cancer patient with 
delineation of PTVs and OARs was sent to each department. 
Planning aims were low mean doses of individual salivary 
glands, swallowing structures and oral cavity, with 
PTVboost/elective coverage V95%>98%. Prescription dose was 
70Gy/35 fractions for the boost, 54.25Gy for PTVelective, 
using a simultaneously integrated boost. Results were 
presented anonymously, and the 4 centers with lowest OAR 
doses were asked to share planning tips and tricks with other 
centers. Centers were asked to undertake a second attempt 
to lower the OAR dose, using the suggestions of the other 
centers. In a third step, after evaluating the results, all 
centers were asked to plan a new case, using their improved 
planning protocol. 
 
Results: Five different intensity modulated planning 
systems/techniques were used. Table 1 shows planning aims 
and averaged plan results. The initial variation in OAR dose 
was high, with a mean dose range of 20-46 Gy for combined 
swallowing structures and 18-49 Gy for the submandibular 
gland. Using the suggestions of best performing departments 
significantly improved the overall plan quality and reduced 
the variation in the 2nd phase without loss of PTV coverage. 
E.g. the submandibular gland mean dose±SD reduced from 
35.4±9.3 to 28.0±7.6 Gy. The SD is a measure of variation 
between institutes. Average combined salivary/swallowing 
mean doses (±SD) decreased from 30.3±5 / 36.6±8Gy to 
26.0±3.3 / 29.0±6.3Gy. The more consistent OAR sparing was 
confirmed by the reduced variations in the plan comparison 
for the new patient in the 3rd step. 
 
 
Conclusion: Despite many years experience with IMRT for 
HNC in all centers, treatment plans from all 14 Dutch RT 
centers showed great variation using the same set of 
contours. The centers with the highest original OAR doses 
benefited from the plan evaluation, and the tips and tricks 
from the best performing centers, resulting in significantly 
lower OAR dose in subsequent optimizations. Such exercise, 
initiated by a national radiation oncology working party, can 
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Purpose or Objective: To investigate random and systematic 
uncertainties of MLC-leaf positions for three generations of 
Elekta MLCs to determine whether highly accurate and 
precise calibration is possible. 
 
Material and Methods: MLCs of six Elekta accelerators were 
evaluated; two MLCi, two MLCi2 and two Agility. Details of 
the heads can be found elsewhere [e.g. Bedford et al 
J.A.C.M.P, v14, 2013, pp172]. The precision and accuracy 
over time of the MLC leaf positions were evaluated using the 
Electronic Portal Imaging Device, measuring a series of 
rectangular field with MLC positions moving in steps of 40 mm 
from -120 mm to 80 mm. Analysis of the images were 
performed by in-house developed software using steepest 
gradient analysis and compensating for head rotation 
inaccuracies.  
Random uncertainties were assessed by repeating the above 
described procedure sequentially five times for each MLC. 
The random variation was measured as standard deviation of 
each leaf within a given leaf position, creating a distribution 
of variances for each MLC. Aggregated random variations for 
each MLC were calculated as the Root Mean Square of all the 
individual standard deviations.  
Systematic uncertainties or time dependent drift was 
measured by calculating the average position of the five 
repeated scans. This average was then subtracted from the 
similar value measured previously, at the last calibration of 
the MLC, creating a distribution of drifts between the two 
time points. The aggregated drift was calculated as the 
standard deviation of the drift distribution. 
Statistical differences of the distributions and differences in 
median were tested by Kruskal-Wallis tests and differences in 
the width were assessed by Levenes test. 
 
Results: For all generations of MLC both random and 
systematic errors are found less than 0.15 mm which is small 
compared to the EPID pixel size of 0.25 mm and the smallest 
possible MLC-leaf adjustment of the control systems of 
1/12mm (Table and figure).  
The systematic difference was measured over a time period 
shown in the table in which no calibrations was performed on 
the MLC. Both random and systematic errors are statistically 
significant improved for each generation of MLC (p<0.001).  
For the latest generation, the Agility, the development has 
resulted in a random error of 0.03 mm. The systematic error 
for Agility was found to be 0.07 mm when evaluated more 
than 79 days after calibration.  
All measurements are made relative to radiation iso-centre, 
thus the group median drift (table and figure) is a 
combination of stability of MLC and radiation iso-centre. The 
small values in group median reflect high stability of both 
radiation iso-centre as well as MLC. 
 




Conclusion: All three generations of MLC are found to be 
highly stable with a significant improvement in stability for 
each generation. Thus, it is possible to make a highly 
accurate and precise calibration of the Elekta MLCs if an 
adequate calibration procedure is available.  
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Purpose or Objective: Hyperthermia is a powerful 
radiosensitizer for treatment of superficial tumors. The 
purpose of this study is the 3D-modeling and simulation of 
the simultaneous using of two antennas of our equipment. In 
particular, geometric and functional characterization of the 
antennas as a function of various tissues characteristics (skin, 
fat and muscle) were investigated. 
 
Material and Methods: The hyperthermia device is equipped 
with double arms, operating at a radiofrequency of 434 MHz, 
with a water automatic superficial cooling device. For 
temperature measures, it is equipped with an integrated 
Multichannel thermometer. The antennas are designed to 
cover areas from 7.2 × 19.7 cm2 up to 20.7 × 28.7 cm2. The 
applicators geometry have been reproduced in the CAD 
environment with a professional software based on the FDTD 
processing methods. In order to identify the distribution of 
specific absorption power rate in different types of tissues, 
several simulations have been performed, varying the 
relative thicknesses of a model consisting of skin, fat and 
muscle. Working incident power has been set equal to 100 
watt. Waterbolus temperature is assumed to be equal to 38 
°C  
 
Results: The numerical model of the applicator has been 
coupled to various models of tissue, the incident maximum 
power of 100W for 60 minutes, with a thickness of waterbolus 
equal to 10 mm. In particular, as the fat thickness is 
gradually increased, muscle layer temperatures decrease of 
about 0.04 °C per mm of fat layer. Setting the skin thickness, 
as the fat thickness increases, the maximum temperature and 
the penetration depth reached in the muscle decrease; 
increasing skin thickness, if the fat thickness increases, 
consequently the maximum temperatures reached in the 
muscle and the depth of penetration decrease. In particular, 
increasing the fat thickness, temperatures in the underlying 
muscles were gradually reduced (approximately 0.2 °C for 5 
mm fat raise). In the underlying muscle layer, maps were 
more homogeneous, with an approximately uniform power 
intensity decrease on the section plane. By varying 
waterbolus thickness, from 10 to 20 mm, the adaptation of 
the applicator coupled to tissue model undergoes small 
changes of the reflected power and, at the operating 
frequency, the model with thickness 17.5 mm showed to have 
the best reflection coefficient (-31.35 dB). The simultaneous 
use of the two antennas showed that only the 10% isoSAR are 
overlapping, and it demonstrates that it is possible to use 
both antennas in safety without possibility of hot spots in the 
tissue, varying also the thickness of the bolus. 
 
Conclusion: The numerical simulation allows to know in 
detail the temperature distribution to different levels of 
depth, in particular it demonstrate that it is possible the 
simultaneous using of two antennas to treat more lesion in 
the same hyperthermia treatment session without hot spot in 
the tissue.  
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Purpose or Objective: The purpose of this work was to test 
the dosimetric impact of using a novel liquid fiducial marker 
(BioXmark®) in a proton spot scanned system. 
 
Material and Methods: In order to test the clinical 
applicability of the new fiducial marker for proton therapy 
we measured the relative proton stopping power (RSP) of the 
liquid fiducial marker. Second, we measured the dose 
perturbation of a clinical pencil beam scanning proton beam 
of the liquid fiducial marker and three other commercially 
available solid markers for comparison by introducing them in 
a gelatin phantom. Dose perturbation was measured for 
several proton energies between 90 and 101 MeV at several 
distances after the markers in order to evaluate potential 
dose perturbation directly behind the markers, in the Bragg 
peak and after the Bragg Peak. Finally, we created proton 
therapy plans on five patients with locally advanced lung 
cancer and with the liquid fiducial marker implanted. Each 
treatment plans had 3-4 intensity modulated proton (IMPT) 
beams. We examined the markers impact on the dose 
distribution caused by the fiducial markers. This was done by 
first calculating the dose with no marker correction, secondly 
by matching the RSP of the fiducial marker with the 
experimental results, and subsequently with the RSP 
matching soft tissue and comparing changes in the dose 
distributions. 
 
Results: The RSP of the liquid fiducial marker was 
determined to be 1.164 and 1.174 experimentally and 
theoretically, respectively. The dose perturbation of the 
liquid fiducial marker showed no effect directly after the 
marker itself and only had an effect on the proton range 
(Figure 1). By introducing the fiducial markers, we estimated 
a median range deviation of 1.2 (range: 0.7-1.9 mm) of the 
proton beam as compared to soft tissue. On the clinical lung 
cancer IMPT plans with the correct RSP manually introduced, 
the spinal cord max dose, lung V20, PTV V95, CTV V95 and 
GTV V95 were all modified by less than 1% by introducing the 
markers. 
